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What are health utilities?
In health economics, utilities are cardinal
values that reflect an individual’s
preferences for different health outcomes.
They are measured on an interval scale with
zero reflecting states of health equivalent to
death and one reflecting perfect health. In
health economics, utilities are typically
combined with survival estimates and
aggregated across individuals to generate
quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) for use in
cost–utility analyses of healthcare
interventions (Box 1).1,2
Utility measurement consists of two main
components. These are:
● The definition and description of a set of
health states of interest
● The valuation of those health states (that
is, measurement of the strength of
preference for each health state).
These components can be applied in two
broad ways.3
● Direct measurement of utilities can be
performed for discrete condition-specific
health states.
● Indirect measurement of utilities can be
performed by applying utility algorithms
to generic or disease-specific preferencebased questionnaires, or by mapping from
a disease-specific health-related quality of
life (HRQoL) instrument on to the utility
algorithm of a generic instrument such as
the EQ-5D (EuroQol five dimension).

Direct measurement methods
There are several pertinent issues to
consider in the use of direct measurement
approaches, three of which are discussed
below.
● What are the relevant health dimensions?
● What utility valuation method should
be used?
● Whose preferences should be measured?

What are the relevant
health dimensions?
It is important that the relevant
dimensions and levels of health are
assessed. If these dimensions and levels do
not correspond to patient outcomes, it will
not be possible to detect differences even if
such differences exist.
Within the context of utility measurement,
health dimensions are referred to as
2

attributes. Examples of health attributes
include: physical, social and cognitive
function; psychological well-being;
symptoms; and pain. These are incorporated
into a health state description (sometimes
referred to as a ‘vignette’) for the particular
disease or condition of interest; for example,
epileptic seizure frequency health state
descriptions, or visual impairment severity
health state descriptions.
The descriptions should ideally be based
on direct patient experience, although in
the interest of speed and feasibility many
utility studies have used clinicians or other
healthcare professionals as proxies backed
by literature evidence. Ideally, the
descriptions should not contain more than
nine attributes. Research indicates that this
is the limit to the amount of information
that humans can simultaneously process.4
Care should also be exercised to minimise
context effects in health state descriptions.
There may be labelling effects; for example,
the use of the term anaemia/fatigue could
be perceived and valued differently
depending on whether or not it is labelled
in the context of cancer.

What utility valuation method
should be used?
There are a number of valuation methods
that have been used empirically in studies.
These include standard gamble (SG), time
trade-off (TTO), rating scales, equivalence
technique, ratio scaling and person tradeoff. The first three are the most frequently
used in direct measurement studies and so
are the focus here.

Standard gamble
The SG approach is the classic method
of measuring preferences in economics
under conditions of uncertainty, and was
first presented by von Neumann and
Morgenstern.5 SG utilities are fully consistent
with expected utility theory and the axioms
of rational individual behaviour.
The SG approach involves presenting
individuals with a choice between two
alternatives: a health state that is certain (for
example, frequent migraine attacks) and a
gamble with one better (for example, full
health) and one worse (for example, death)
www.whatisseries.co.uk
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Box 1. Quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) in practice
Let us assume that there are two treatments for an illness. Both
treatments extend the life expectancy of an individual by eight years.
However, treatment A results in the individual surviving the years in full
health (usually represented by a utility score of 1 on a cardinal scale),
while treatment B results in the individual surviving the years in a health
state with a utility score of 0.5. Treatment A has led to a gain in QALYs
of 8 (8 x 1), while treatment B has led to a gain in QALYs of 4 (8 x 0.5).

outcome possible. Respondents are asked
what probability of the better outcome
would make them indifferent between
remaining in the described (migraine)
health state for certain or going for the risky
option. Hence, if they are indifferent
between the migraine state and a gamble
with a 0.8 probability of the better outcome
(but 0.2 probability of the worse outcome),
0.8 represents the utility of the migraine
health state.
The utilities generated by the SG
approach are dependent on the risk
behaviour of the individuals surveyed. In
general, individual behaviour is risk averse,
meaning respondents will tend towards the
certain outcome rather than the gamble
(producing higher utilities for the health
state than the risk-seeking behaviour).6

Time trade-off
The TTO approach involves asking subjects
to consider the relative amounts of time (for
example, number of life-years) they would
be willing to sacrifice to avoid a certain
poorer health state (for example, frequent
migraines). Assuming a scenario of ten years
with frequent migraines, the respondent
may be indifferent between this state and a
shorter lifetime of seven years, resulting in
an estimated utility for the frequent
migraine health state of 0.7 (seven years
divided by ten years).
Utilities generated by the TTO method
essentially represent cardinal ‘values’ based
on value theory rather than expected utility
theory (the basis of SG). The importance of
this is that TTO assumes risk neutrality as a
choice is made under conditions of certainty
(that is, there are no risks); therefore, if
individuals are indeed risk averse, the utility
for the same health state generated by SG is
www.whatisseries.co.uk

expected to be higher than the value
generated by TTO.
An issue in TTO studies is the choice of
time horizon for valuing health states in
these studies. A review found this varied
between one month and 30 years,7
although ten years is commonly employed.8
The impact this has on the utility estimates
generated is inconclusive, although a tenyear time horizon may be challenging for
dealing with situations such as mild,
temporary or paediatric health states.8 A
further complication in TTO studies is the
valuation of health states considered worse
than death. Frequently, this problem is just
ignored, so that only utility values between
0 and 1 are estimated in a traditional tradeoff of zero to ten years in the best health
state versus ten years in the poorer health
state. In this classic TTO, states worse than
death could, however, be valued by
respondents who are willing to trade off a
maximum of ten years for a health state
taking part in a further exercise to measure
their negative preference values for the
health state in question. Alternatively there
are methods such as lead (or lag time) TTO,
whereby the health state to be valued is
preceded (or followed) by time in full health,
which enables a more natural estimation of
negative values.9,10

Rating scale (visual analogue scale)
The rating scale (or visual analogue scale
[VAS]) is based on psychometric theory. It
consists of a single line with anchors
representing best possible health and death
(or some alternative). Respondents are
asked to place each health state on the line
such that the intervals between the
placements reflect their perceived
differences between the health states.
3
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The VAS approach generate values rather
than utilities, and has the least grounding in
economic theory as it involves neither any
element of choice nor individual decisionmaking under uncertainty. However, Parkin
and Devlin have argued that the VAS has
important advantages (versus SG and TTO)
in empirical performance.11
Due to its simplicity the VAS is often used
as a ‘warm-up’ to a TTO or SG exercise, as it
allows the respondent to become familiar
with comparing the health states.

Comparing the valuation methods
In general, health economists support the
use of choice-based methods (SG or TTO)
over the VAS. However, the SG approach is
relatively time-consuming and people often
have difficulty understanding the concept
of probabilities. For many, the TTO
represents a reliable and practical middle
way, although the trade-off concept could
still be difficult for some participants to
understand.
The choice of method matters as the
differences in theoretical grounding and
valuation approach can lead to differences
in utility estimates. A review of utilities
across 995 chronic and acute health states
found a strong tendency for VAS to yield the
lowest, TTO the middle and SG the highest
utility values for the same health states.12
However, this is not always the case and
recent studies using both TTO and SG
methods have found opposing outcomes,
with significantly higher SG values for the
same health states in one study in chronic
myeloid leukamia13 and significantly higher
TTO values in a study in hepatic
encephalopathy.14 Direct measurement
studies may be particularly useful for
valuing specific side-effects, disease
symptoms or modes of drug administration
(where there are obvious and plausible
differences in QoL impact).15–19

Whose preferences should
be measured?
The valuation of preferences using SG,
TTO or VAS can be performed by either
the public or patients (or, in the case of
young children, by proxies such as
caregivers/parents).
4

● The primary reason for selecting patients

is that they are the people who experience
the impact of the disease and treatment,
so it is their preferences that should be
considered of most importance. If patients
are used, they can be asked to value a
hypothetical health state or their own
health state. While it is more challenging to
recruit patients with the specific health
states of interest, utilities obtained through
hypothetical scenarios may not be valid
predictors of preferences associated with
actual experienced health states.20
● The rationale for measuring the
preferences of the general public for
hypothetical health states is that in a
publicly funded healthcare system, it is
society’s resources that are being
allocated and so it is the views of the
general population that are most
relevant.1
The question of whose preference to
measure is important because there is some
evidence that utilities differ between
different population groups. In general,
patient values for hypothetical health states
that are likely to be worse than their current
health state tend to be higher than those
from the general public. This may be related
to patients’ coping mechanisms when
addressing ill health.21 The tendency for TTO
and SG studies to be based on a general
public sample is increasing, which reflects
the demands of health technology
assessment (HTA) bodies such as the
National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) in the UK for communitybased preference valuation in utility
studies.22 .
There are situations in which proxies are
necessary; for example, when measuring
young children’s preferences. In a study
conducted in a mixed UK population
sample, parents/caregivers produced higher
utilities than the general public in the
context of Lennox–Gastaut syndrome – a
severe form of childhood epilepsy.19 The
proxy values of clinicians or other healthcare
professionals do not, in most circumstances,
represent a valid or reliable source for
utilities.22
A further issue is the minimum sample
size for public- or patient-based valuation
www.whatisseries.co.uk
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studies. A rule of thumb is that, to be
considered reliable, population-based
studies should have a minimum of 100
respondents representing a cross-section
of society. Achieving sufficiently large
sample sizes becomes more difficult with
patient-based valuation studies, especially if
based on patients experiencing the actual
health state.

Indirect measurement
methods
Generic utility instruments
By far the most well-known indirect method
is the generic utility instrument, whereby a
set of non-disease-specific health states,
based on a combination of general
attributes (such as mobility or performance
of usual activities), have been valued by a
general public sample.
Three instruments in common use today
are the EQ-5D, the SF-6D (Short Form six
dimension) and the HUI (Health Utilities
Index), although there are other instruments
used globally (for example, QWB [Quality of
Well-Being] and 15D [15 dimension]).1
For each instrument, the public values a
limited number of health states and a
scoring algorithm is developed using
econometric modelling (EQ-5D and SF-6D)
or a multiplicative multi-attribute utility
function (HUI) to predict utilities for other
health states not directly valued. Patients
with any health condition then complete a
simple questionnaire which defines the
generic health state they are in, and the
appropriate utility from the scoring
algorithm is applied.
The instruments differ in the specific
general attributes used for their descriptive
systems and in the method of valuation
applied – the EQ-5D has been valued using
TTO, while the SF-6D is a derivative of the
SF-36 (Short Form 36 item) and has been
valued using SG. The HUI has two
classification systems (HUI2 and HUI3) which
differ in attributes but were also measured
by SG. All, however, have been valued by
large general public samples.
Generic utility instruments address some
of the practical difficulties of conducting
direct TTO or SG exercises. A large amount
of research effort by separate EQ-5D, SF-6D
www.whatisseries.co.uk
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and HUI research teams has gone into the
development of standard, off-the-shelf
questionnaires that can be completed in a
few minutes by patients in randomised,
clinical trials or observational studies. The
second advantage of generic instruments
from a decision-maker’s perspective is that
they generate general health state utilities
that can be used to compare QALYs gained
for interventions across patient groups and
diseases to aid broad health service
resource-allocation decisions.
However, there are a number of potential
limitations with generic preference-based
instruments.
● They may lack sensitivity in specific
disease contexts. The EQ-5D has been
found to perform well in studies of cancer
and some skin disorders, but has been
found to be inappropriate in some visionrelated or hearing disorders.23 In addition,
to address criticisms of insensitivity, the
EQ-5D-5L has been developed, with five
instead of three levels of response for each
of the five dimensions, and has been
found to perform adequately in a range of
chronic conditions such as chronic
hepatitis,24 multiple sclerosis25 and
others.26
● They are difficult to apply to acute
conditions (for example, an asthma
exacerbation) or when assessing smaller
differences in utility (for example, those
associated with mode of drug
administration or specific drug-related
side effects).
● There is evidence of ceiling effects
with the EQ-5D and floor effects with the
SF-6D.27
● They generate different estimates for the
same condition, which is related to their
differences in valuation methods and
scoring algorithms; for example, a study
of the QoL of hearing-impaired people
found mean utility scores were similar
using the EQ-5D and SF-6D (0.77 and
0.79 respectively), but much lower using
the HUI3 (0.56),28 whereas a study in
chronic pain found EQ-5D values were
generally lower than those generated by
the SF-6D.29
● Use of the instruments in children has
limitations, although the HUI2 version and
5
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Figure 1. NICE hierarchy of utility methods22

EQ-5D in trial*

No EQ-5D in the trial, but there is a
disease-specific HRQoL questionnaire
and relevant EQ-5D data are available
out of the trial

Mapping to EQ-5D

EQ-5D data not appropriate

Alternative HRQoL
measures can
be considered as
last resort§
Requires detail on methods used,
validity and impact on utility values

* Either the EQ-5D-3L or 5L can be used. For children, alternative validated preference-based measures of HRQoL designed specifically for children can be used
§
NICE guidance specifies that the valuation of HRQoL measured in patients (or carers) should be based on valuation of public preferences from a representative
sample of the UK population using a choice-based approach22
EQ-5D: EuroQol five dimensions; HRQoL: health-related quality of life.

EQ-5D-Y (youth version) have been
designed for use in children from the age
of around eight years.

Disease-specific utility instruments
In response to sensitivity issues, the
development of preference-based diseasespecific measures has grown in recent years.
The principle here is that the utilities
attached to a disease-specific HRQoL
instrument are generated in the same way
as with a generic instrument. Examples of
preference-based scoring systems
generated this way include the International
Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) for benign
prostatic hyperplasia,30 the International
Index of Erectile Function (IIEE),31 the
Cambridge Pulmonary Hypertension
Outcome Review (CAMPHOR),32 the Visual
Function Questionnaire Utility Index33 and
the European Organisation for Research and
Treatment of Cancer eight dimensions
(EORTC-8D) classification system in cancer.34
All have been valued using TTO
methodology. Another advance is the
development of disease-specific ‘bolt-on’
versions of the EQ-5D, such as that for use in
patients with psoriasis.35
The construction of these instruments is
6

moving at some pace. They have the
advantage of generating potentially
sensitive disease-specific utilities through
application of a validated HRQoL instrument
in a clinical trial. A limitation is the ability to
compare utility outcomes across diseases,
and the main practical limitation is the
amount of research effort required to
generate the utility scales. Some researchers
have been cautioning that more research is
needed to investigate the impact of
labelling effects in preference-based
disease-specific measures, and the viability
of developing ‘bolt-ons’ to disease-specific
measures to assess the utility impact of side
effects and co-morbidities.36

Mapping utilities
A variant to developing a disease-specific
utility measure is to map the descriptions
from a disease-specific QoL instrument on
to the utility algorithm of a generic
instrument. This method is often used when
a generic instrument is not available, but a
suitable disease-specific QoL instrument has
been included in clinical trials. There has also
been a rapid growth in mapping (or crosswalking) studies, with most involving the
development of an algorithm to map from a
www.whatisseries.co.uk
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disease specific HRQoL measure to the EQ5D in diverse conditions, including
overactive bladder,37 migraine38 and
cancer.39
While it is possible to perform mapping
based on clinician judgement, the rigour of
this approach can be enhanced by using an
empirical database containing both the
HRQoL instrument and a generic instrument
such as the EQ-5D administered to the same
patient to generate a mapping function.
Even so, caution is needed in interpreting
mapping functions derived this way, as a
range of estimation methods have been
applied in previous studies with varying
levels of statistical robustness.40

Use of utilities in
decision-making
As the use of economic evaluation for
pharmaceutical HTA and market access
decision-making increases globally, QALYs
and, hence, utility assessments are being
used as a key outcome measure within
those evaluations.
In the UK, the calculation of QALYs is a
central part of the reference case for
economic evaluations of pharmaceuticals
submitted to NICE.22 For the reference case in
the economic evaluations submitted, NICE
has a hierarchy of methods for the derivation
of utilities, with the use of the EQ-5D within
clinical trials being the preferred method
and mapping to EQ-5D being an alternative
(Figure 1).22 Other bodies in the UK (for
example, the Scottish Medicines Consortium
[SMC]) and other countries are less
prescriptive and allow a variety of methods
to be used, including direct TTO and SG
measurement studies, as long as they are
performed robustly and the utility values
generated for the health states appear
plausible. In practice, HTA submissions to
NICE and the SMC have included utility
estimates based on a variety of methods
including disease-specific and direct
measurement methods ●
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